
 
 

5 Reasons to Choose GeoTrust  
1. Your convenience is important 

GeoTrust makes it fast and easy to get the SSL certificate you need. Your time is valuable so we optimize 

our systems to make setting up, using, managing and renewing your SSL certificates efficient and 

straightforward.  

2. We are inexpensive but good 

Our prices are low and our products are good. Our SSL supports 99%+ browsers and all popular mobile 

devices and delivers 256-bit encryption. Our SSL certificates are SAN-enabled so you have inexpensive and 

flexible multi-domain options. If you order www.domain.com, you get domain.com for free. With only one 

certificate, you can secure an unlimited number of servers and reissues are free. Plus if you want to 

buy a lot of certificates, we’ll be happy to work out a flexible pricing arrangement that fits with your business. 

3. You get helpful, expert support 

When you need help, you’ll talk to a friendly security expert— not an internet generalist. SSL is not an 

afterthought at GeoTrust, nor is it tech-elite. Choose us as your security partner and get the kind of practical 

help you want when you need it.  

4. Your good reputation is our good reputation 

GeoTrust is an established, respectable SSL brand that reassures your web site visitors that you take their 

security seriously. Your customers can trust the encryption strength of our certificates because they are 

based on a stronger 2048-bit root. Our business practices are WebTrust certified for: 

•  security 

•  availability 

•  processing integrity 

•  confidentiality 

•  privacy 

Finally, we respect your privacy so our internal data systems are PCI security standard compliant to keep 

your information secure. 

5. Get What You Want 

GeoTrust has the SSL certificate products you need, ranging from lightning-fast simple domain validated 

SSL to business-boosting, green bar triggering, extended validation (EV) SSL in high-security browsers. 
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